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I. INTRODUCTION 
There are a few papers on the optimal regulator problem for nonlinear systems. 
For example, Brunovsky [I] approached the problem via Lyapunov functions 
under the assumption of complete controllability. Lukes [2] requires that the 
system be stabilizable and then uses Lyapunov-like theory to obtain results for 
feedback controllers. But the results in these papers are not applicable to real 
physical situations, hence approximations into easily realizable forms are needed; 
that is why suboptimal regulator problems have been studied by many authors 
[3-51. 
In this paper, a new control scheme is proposed for nonlinear systems with 
quadratic performance. This control has the form of a state feedback function 
plus a time function which depends on the initial state. But a time function of the 
type described above is easily solved compared with a twopoint boundary value 
problem, and if a time function can be refreshed according to the progress of 
real time, then the control proposed is able to have the role of a feedback control. 
Furthermore, the main feature is that optimality is always preserved by this 
control; hence, we call this control a quasi-feedback optimal control. The result is 
expanded corresponding to the type of nonlinearity. 
2. THE PROBLEM ,4ND &IAIN RESULT 
We consider the nonlinear system 
2 = A(t) x + B(t) u ;.f(x, t) (1) 
with a quadratic performance 
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where f is a continuous function from En x I, where En is an n-dimensional 
Euclidean space, and 1 = [to, $1, into En, A(t) and B(t) are dimensionally 
appropriate continuous functions, and F, Q(r), R(T) are constant, positive 
semidefinite, and positive definite dimensionally appropriate matrices with 
continuous entries, respectively. In general, the optimal regulator problem for (1) 
and (2) cannot be solved analytically, hence we consider Eq. (3) instead of 
Eq. (1): 
22 = A(t) x + B(t) u + f (Y, q (3) 
where y E C,(I), C,(I) is a Banach space of all continuous functions from 1 into 
En. Then, as Eq. (3) is a linear system, we can analytically solve the regulator 
problem for (2) and (3), and obtain the following result which is shown as an 
exercise in [6, p. 8011: 
u(t;y) = --K*(t) x(t) - h*(t;y) 
where 
= ---R-l(t) B’(t) K(t) x(t) - R-l(t) B’(f) h(t; y) 
(4) 
R(t) = --K(t) A(t) - A’(t) K(t) + K(t) B(t) R-l(t) B’(t) K(t) - Q(t), 
K($) = F, (5) 
h(t; y) = -[A’(t) - K(t) B(t) I?-‘(t) B’(t)] h(t; y) - K(t)f (y(t), t), 
h(f,; y) = 0. (6) 
For this linear regulator problem, if there exists a solution x(t) which agrees with 
a predetermined function r(t), then this function is also recognized as a solution 
for the original problem (1) and (2). From this point of view, controllability and 
observability problems for nonlinear systems are considered by the author 
[7, 81. Finally, the next theorem is established. 
THEOREM 1. For continuous-time nonlinear system (1) with quadratic per- 
formance (2), the optimal control exists if 
If(x1, d-f(Xz,d <4IX1-%I, 
where 0, is some positive constant, and is given by 
u@(t), t) = --K*(t) x(t) - h*(t; x) 
= --R-l(t) B’(t) K(t) x(t) - R-l(t) B’(t) h(t; x), 
where 
k(t) = --K(t) A(t) - A’(t) K(t) + K(t) B(t) R-l(t) B’(t) K(t) - Q(t), 
K(t,) -F, 
h(t; x) = -[A’(t) - K(t) B(t) R-l(t) B’(t)] h(t; x) - K(t)f (x(t), t), 
h(t,; x) = 0. 
409/64/z-8 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
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A subject of discussion is how to treat function k in (S), because an unknown 
function K(t) is computed from (9) in the same way as in a linear case. -1s 
Eq. (10) for /z is a differential equation with a final time end condition, a future 
value of state N is required for the numerical value of /z. This can be obtained 
from Eq. (13) b 1 e ow. Therefore it is recognized that the optimal control (8) 
is composed of a linear feedback term and a time function. But if the latter can 
be repeatedly recomputed by (10) and (13) as many times as possible, then 
the optimal control (8) is regarded as a feedback control. Hence, we name 
this control a quasi-feedback optimal control which principally has two valuable 
aspects, one a feedback synthesis and the other a computation of optimal 
control. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
The solution of (3) with condition (7) is uniquely determined for x = x(t) as 
the formal initial condition and is given by 
X(T) = @(T, t) x(t) + ST @CT, 4 B(s) u(s) ds + s,’ @(T, s)f(y(s), s) ds, (11) t 
where @(T, t) is the fundamental matrix solution for the homogeneous linear 
equation of (3). I f  we substitute (4) into (1 I), then 
X(T) = @(T, t) x(t) - It7 @(T, s) B(S) k’*(s) X(S) ds 
w 
- 
j-’ @CT> s) B(s) ~*(Y(s), $1 ds + LT @(T, s)f(y(s), s) ds. 
t 
As (12) represents a nonlinear relation between y(s) and E(S) on t < s < tf for 
each t E 1, it is sufficient for the existence of optimal control (8) that at least one 
fixed point exists for the nonlinear map (12). Here, it is apparent that (12) is 
equivalent to (13) for the existence of fixed points: 
X(T) = @(T, t) x(t) - s,’ @(T, S) B(S) K*(s) y(s) ds 
(13) 
- lT @(T, s> B(s) h*(y(s), s> ds + 6’ @(T, s)f(y(s), s) ds. 
I f  the nonlinear function f satisfies the Lipschitz condition (7), then from (10) 
h(x(t), t) also satisfies the same condition, and there exists some positive constant 
oh* for h*(.r(t), t) such that 
I JE*(Y&), 4 - h*(Y&), 41 G 4l* I Yd") -3)2(s)/ * (14) 
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For the convenience of description, we denote (13) as 
44 = Ol(4, (15) 
where F is a nonlinear operator on C,[t, tf], C,[t, tr] is a Banach space of all 
n-dimensional continuous functions on [t, tf] for each fixed t E I, and is con- 
tinuous, which is easily shown analogously, as given below. Then the problem 
to be proved is existence of a fixed point for operator F. Let yr , ~a E C,[t, tf]. 
From (7) and (14) we have 
I QYJ (4 - F[rzl(4I 
G I ,’ I @CT, 4 W K*(s)1 I Y,(S) - r&)l ds 
+ It' I @CT, s> WI I ~*(Y,(s), 4 - ~*(Y,(s)> 41 ds 
-t 5: I @P(T, 41 In, 4 -f(~ds)v 41 ds 
< I T iI @(TV s) B(s) K*(s)! + 1 @(T, s> B(s)1 oh* 
-c I @(TY 41 &I I Y,(S) - YM 03 
where 
x = 7J’,““{l w-, 4 w K*Nl + I @CT, 4 WI &A* + I Q+, 41 4&L 
I F2[yJ (4 - F”iIrzl(4I 
d l ’ I @CT, s> B(s) K*(s)1 I FLY,] (~1 - F[rzl (s)i ds t 
+ s,’ 1 @CT, s) B(s)\ 1 h*(F[Y,l (sh s) - ~*(F[Y,] (s>, s)I ds 
+ I,’ I @CT, s)I If(F[rJ (s>v 4 -W[YJ (s), 41 ds 
d X j-‘ I FLY,] (4 - F[Y,I (4l ds < A2 jt’s,’ I rib) - r&>l da ds 
< X2(;, - 7?/2) I/ YI - 3’2 I/ 5 
and by induction 
I F”[Y,I (4 - F’Trzl (41 G PY, - V/4 11~1 - YZ II . 
Consequently, we obtain 
II F”[rJ - F”[rzlll < (W, - V/4 II ~1 - yz II . 
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Here, X”(tr - t)“/n! is the nth term of convergent series and there esists dn .\ 
such that 
k‘(ff - f)y,v! Cl I 
After all, F” is a contraction mapping for sufficiently large 11, and operator F 
has a unique fixed point in C,[t, tf] [9, p. 81. Th is is also established for an\ 
t E I. This completes the proof. 
Remarks. Results similar to Theorem 1 are also valid for other types of 
nonlinear systems. If  we consider the general system described b! 
2 = d(f) x + B(t) 24 + f(x, u, t), (16) 
with performance (2), the next theorem is quaranteed to be subject to some 
conditions. 
THEOREM 2. The optimal control for system (16) with (2) is give71 by 
u@(t), t) = -R-l(t) B’(t) K(t) x(t) - R-l(t) B’(t) h(t; x, u), (17) 
where K(t) is given by (9) and h(t; x, u) is given by 
&; x, u) = -[,4’(t) - K(t) R(t) R-l(t) B’(t)] h(t; x, u) - K(t)f (x(t), u(t), t), 
h(t,; x, u) = 0. (18) 
The required computational aspect of this theorem is essentially the same as 
for Theorem 1. As, in this case, f is also a function of u, simultaneous equations 
of (17) and (13), with f(y, ) s re pl aced by f(y, a, s), must be solved for the 
numerical calculation of (18). But this is not easy to implement and further 
research is required for improvement. 
Next, we consider the system 
f = A(t) x + B(t) u. + f(u, t), (19) 
which is linear in state X; then the conclusion is simplified. 
THEOREM 3. The optimal control for system (19) with (2) exists under the 
condition 
lf(%, t> -f(% 9 t)l < 0 I *I - 4 I , e > 0, 
and is given bJ1 
f@(t), t> = --R-l(t) B’(t) K(t) x(t) - R-l(t) B’(t) h(t; u), 
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where K(t) is the same as before and h(t; u) is given by 
h(t; u) = -[A’(t) - K(t) B(t) R-l(t) B’(t)] h(t; u) - K(t) f (u(t), t), 
h(t,; u) = 0. 
The proof of this theorem is performed similarly to that of Theorem 1, but 
with a little more trouble. 
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